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Pre-trip  
 
 Take a Closer Look 
 

Field Trip 
 
 Seven Mini-Wonders  

Post-trip  
 
 Mini-Wonders Brochure 

ACTIVITIES 
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BACKGROUND 
 
 
 
People tend to see the obvious (the macro) and not 
the hidden or tiny world (the micro) about them. In not 
seeing, it is unknown and therefore not understood, or 
cared for. These micro worlds support macro systems 
and thus require understanding and  good 
stewardship.  
 

LESSON  PLAN  
OBJECTIVES 
 
Students will be able to 
 
 realize that there is 

much more to the 
world than what is 
large and obvious 

 realize that careful 
observation yields 
new discoveries 

SKILLS & 
APPLICATIONS 
 
cooperating 

describing 

drawing 

exploring 

interpreting 

observing 

organizing 

writing 

VOCABULARY 

macro 

micro  
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ACTIVITY 1 -  Take a Closer Look 
 
 
PROCEDURE 
   
1. Prepare trays and lists of their contents ahead of time. 

Cover the trays and keep the lists.  

2. Ensure everyone has writing materials. Divide class 
into large groups (five to six). Give each group a 
covered tray that they can all see.   

3. In each group, one student removes cloth and students 
try to memorize items on the tray. Shhh. After 30 
seconds is up, the cloths are put back over the trays.  

4. Students then write down all that they can remember.  

5. After they have finished, remove the cloths and have 
them check out what they forgot with their own list or by 
passing their list onto their neighbor. Remind students 
to put their names on their lists.  

6. Ask for a show of  hands as to who got the most or how 
many items they missed.  Discuss why they missed the 
other items and how they remembered so many? 

7. Now, groups move to a new tray and this time they 
must remember two features (e.g.  size, words, color, 
or location on tray) in order to check the item off. 

8. Remove cloths. After one minute, cover trays. Repeat 
steps 4 and 5. Ask if it was harder to do the second 
time and what features stood out the most? 

9. Repeat game until all groups have tried each tray.   

 
FOLLOW-UP 
 
Discuss the importance of careful observation. Did taking 
more time for observation yield more detailed discoveries? 
 

Using a simple game, 
students hone their 
observation skills. 
 
MATERIALS 
 
Each group  
 
 tray of 10 miscellaneous 

numbered objects 

 cloths to cover tray  

 numbered list(s) of  each 
tray's contents 

 
Each student 
 
 paper 
 pen or pencil 
 
SETTING 
 

classroom 
 
 
DURATION 
 

30 minutes 
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ACTIVITY 2 - Seven Mini-Wonders  
 
 
PROCEDURE 
 
1. At the trailhead, explain that students will be going for a 

walk to look at the characteristics of  the Beaver Lodge 
Forest Lands (BLFLs).  

2. Go for a short nature hike as a class. Working with a 
partner, students list all of the interesting features that 
they see as they walk along (e.g. a very big tree, 
evidence of past history like the logging stumps, a 
bird's nest).   

3. At a wide point in the trail and where the forest looks 
accessible and open, stop and discuss their lists. Point 
out how many of their observations are on the 
macroscopic level.  

4. Explain to the students that they will be creating a park 
for the microscopic world within the BLFLs. 

5. Demonstrate the procedure to the students by forming 
a loop with the string on the ground. This is the micro-
park's boundary.  Then develop the park by putting the 
toothpicks  beside  seven  of  the  park’s  most  interesting  
features and discuss.   

6. Remind students of safety considerations and send 
them a few metres off the trail to draw a map of their 
park and write descriptions of their Seven Mini-
Wonders on Attachment #1. 

7. After their park is developed, have groups trade 
partners to take one another on a guided tour of their 
Mini-Wonders Park.   

FOLLOW-UP 
1. Discuss with the class the amazing micro-features that 

they found. 
2. How do you think the micro and macro worlds 

interrelate? (e.g. leaves fall and decay into soil then big 
plants thrive on nutrients). 

Working in pairs, 
students make a 
miniature forest park. 
 
MATERIALS 
 
Each Pair 

  clipboard 

  paper 

  pens or pencils 

 1 metre long loop of string  

  7 toothpicks  

 Seven Mini-Wonders  - 
(Attachment #1) 

 
SETTING 
 
      anywhere  in the BLFLs 
 
DURATION 
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ACTIVITY 3 - Mini-Wonders Brochure 
 
  
TEACHER NOTE  
 
This is a creative endeavor, including history, maps, nature, 
and safety. Rather than directly copying brochures, students 
should use them as examples only. 
 
PROCEDURE  
 
1. Give out sheets of paper. Show students how to fold a 

brochure out of an 11X17" piece of paper.   

2. Students use their mini-park map and descriptions to 
make an informational brochure for tourists. In their same 
pairs, students write up descriptions, cut them out and 
mount them onto a brochure section. Their brochure 
should answer questions like, "When and why their park 
was created and who owns and cares for it?" 

3. Display brochures.  

 
FOLLOW-UP 
  
1. Review brochures and discuss the selling features (ie. 

beauty, rarity, provides habitat).  

2. Are these mini-wonders important to the forest? 

3. What would happen if your mini park wasn't protected? 

4. Will you look at things more closely now?  

 

EXTENSION 

Encourage creativity by asking students to write answers to 
questions such as: 

 If miniaturized how would you travel in your park? 

 What are future developments (i.e. trails)? 

Students create a 
brochure of their micro-
park to interest and 
educate people. 
 
MATERIALS 
 
Each group: 

 BLFLs brochure (available 
at the Ministry of Forests, 
Lands and Natural 
Resource Operations, 370 
South Dogwood St. 250-286-
9300) 

 writing/drawing implements 

 sheet of 11X17" plain paper 

 glue 

 Extra: assortment of 
tourist and park brochures 
for more examples 

 
 
SETTING 
 

Classroom 
 
 

 
DURATION  

1.5 - 2  Hours 
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MINI-WONDERS PARK MAP 

LEGEND 

ATTACHMENT #1.  Seven Mini-Wonders  
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MINI-WONDER DESCRIPTION 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

6  

7  

ATTACHMENT #2  -  PARK FEATURES 
 
Describe your micro-park (e.g. type of plants on ground, against a tree, flat, wet, etc.): 
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